A Page in a Book
Pencil in Picture Books
In a picture book landscape largely populated with bright colors, bold shapes,
and a wilderness of creative fonts there reside marvelously stark standout titles
that use the suggestive subtleties of pencil illustrations to carry the weight of a
tale. With few or no words, the following masterpieces wield the power of pencil
art to drive the story in absence of color and words. Young readers are freed from
neon distractions to really delve into the imagery, to let their own dialogue and
imaginings inform the story along the way. The following titles are recommended
for their distinct voice and brilliant storytelling rendered in shade and silence.

The Whale

by Ethan Murrow and Vita Murros (Templar / Candlewick)
When a local paper revisits a 50-year-old news event about two youngsters who claimed to
have seen an enormous spotted whale off shore, the hook is set for another couple of kids who
want to find proof the behemoth exists. Working independently, a girl equips her small boat with
improvised video devices while a boy loads his dinghy with tools to capture audio evidence of the
elusive spotted whale. But after their boats collide and wreck during the search, teamwork becomes their only option to salvage their mission and prove the mysterious monster exists. Brilliantly
executed pencil illustration reveals a wordless journey that is rich with atmosphere, intrigue and
excitement in this whale of a tale!

The Only Child

by Guojing (Schwartz & Wade / Random House)
Sneaking out of the house to visit her grandmother, a young child’s wandering evolves from
misadventure into a magical tale of wordless wonder. Accidentally stranded in the woods, the little
girl encounters a stag who introduces her to paths through forest and sky, ocean and snow. Pencil
illustrations soften the edges of the lonely landscapes while sharpening the focus on brighter elements in the story; a child’s beaming face, light pouring from an open front door, a full winter moon.
Drawing from her childhood during China’s ‘one child’ policy and her own experience of getting
lost, Guojing’s stunning story finds the perfect balance between the beauty of solitude and the
comfort of companionship.

The Mysteries of Harris Burdick

by Chris Van Allsburg (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
First published in 1984, this revolutionary picture book continues to attract new readers while
remaining a touchstone pleasure for its first generation of fans. A fictional editor’s note introduces the
collection of images as material left behind by a writer who never returned with the complete stories.
Only a title and tantalizing caption for each drawing hint at what the story might have been. Adding to
the mystery, each magnificent penciled illustration features some startling surreal element at its center.
These bizarre elements transform every reader into an original storyteller as their minds reach to fill in
the blanks spaces, to craft their own stories for the orphaned artwork. Pencil in time to revisit this masterpiece!

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Light Up the Toy Box
There is an abundance of toys featuring various kinds of
illumination on the market. Because the human eye naturally
seeks out contrast between light and dark, lights are
understandably popular additions that inject extra flash
into playtime. Adding glow-in-the-dark features to toys
and games that also motivate a degree of assembly double
down on honing kids’ attention to play. Cultivate a child’s

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

focus with the following illuminating choices that command
attention as they brighten up the play landscape.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Sands Alive Glow
Super Set

Max Traxxx R/C
Tracer Racers

Sand castle construction rises
to a new level with the Sands Alive
Glow Super Set. Featuring three
pounds of sand that not only glows
under black light, but also holds
light and designs ‘drawn’ with a UV
pen (included), the possibilities for
creative sand design are endless.
The set comes with a large play tray to minimize mess and also includes shape molds, rollers, and special UV glasses so young sand
sculptors can review their glowing handiwork in real time. Glow-inthe-dark technology, creativity and traditional sand play combine in
an all-in-one great play set for kids who like to sink their hands into a
good time.

Traditional race tracks can’t
hold a candle to the glowing
features offered in the Max Traxxx
R/C Tracer Racer Starter Set. With
twenty feet of glow-in-the-dark
race track, designing a challenging course is only half the fun.
The two R/C vehicles (included) feature undercarriage lights which
leave a trail of illumination on the race way as they scorch along
the tracks. The tracks are easy to assemble and the cars operate
at variable speeds – until the drivers are ready to really open them
up and blaze down the straight way. In dim lighting, the magnificent effects produced by the bright racers on this track will bring
the grandstands and drivers to their feet!

Glow-in-the-Dark
Celestial Connectagons

Laser Pegs 12-in-1
Race Car Building Set

Looking at the night sky over time
reveals a stellar panorama with points of
light that are always moving and changing. Reflecting the shifting puzzle of the
heavens, Hearthsong’s Glow-in-the-Dark
Celestial Connectagon set includes
157-piece interlocking pieces that feature
moon phases, constellations, and galaxies rendered in glowing paint.
How the parts connect is at the command of the builder – tall and
towering, broad and expansive – the universe is theirs to illuminate.
The longer the construct is exposed to light, the brighter the features will
glow-in-the-dark. Just like the universe, the Celestial Connectagon Set is an
expanding exploration that punctuates the dark with magical points of light.

Building a car is just one of the
possibilities that can emerge into
the light with the Laser Pegs 12-in1 Race Car Building Set. With 84
tinted construction elements and 20
laser pegs, young modelers can use
the instructions to craft a rocket, a
robot, a submarine and more glowing marvels (in addition to the
sleek race car design). Once the models are complete they easily
connect to the battery-operated power base and come to life with
hypnotically beautiful illumination. Supporting creative reasoning
alongside directed design, this set lights up the modeling landscape with its versatility and bright vision.

(Max Traxxx)

(Sands Alive)

(Laser Pegs)

(Hearthsong)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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